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I. The Digital Economy
 The Digital Economy is generating an unprecedented volume of
digital data

 The digital trace generated as a result of our individual behavior
through and stored in internet platforms, being social –
Facebook…-, economic –Airbnb, Amazon…-, search engines –
Google...-, telecommunications –I-phones-…has changed the
data world…

 …And the Statistics World….: Massive new data sources, with
features not imagined before: granularity, coverage,
geographical, economic, financial, consumer preferences….
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I. The Meaning of Big Data
No straight-forward definition
 Doug Laney
 Big data characterized by the “5Vs”
▶ High-volume, high-velocity,
high-variety
▶ Veracity and volatility
Big data (“found”) as *by-products*
 Social networks
 Business operations
 The internet of things
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II. Where, How is the Potential of Big Data for
Statistics?
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III. What Challenges Come with Big Data?
Data Quality
 Quality assessments of indicators will be crucial to
minimize governance, political, and reputational risks
 Statistical techniques and methodologies best practices
are needed to specifically address veracity and volatility
 Big data for uncovering meaningful insights, trends,
and sentiments may underlie different quality
assessments compared to using big data in official
statistics
▶

continuation of consistent and harmonized historical
time series is still needed

 Metadata are key to assess and interpret new data
sources
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III. What Challenges Come with Big Data?
Data Access
 Proprietary data held by the private sector
▶

Public-private partnerships that safeguard
independence, privacy, and confidentiality

 Data that companies own may evolve from a
byproduct to becoming a major asset
 Regular licensing costs come in addition to
substantial investments into processing and
storage solutions
 Risk of volatility
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IV. Big Data and Statistical Domains (1/2)
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IV. Big Data and Statistical Domains (2/2)
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V. Dos and Don’ts of Big Data
 In connection to the respective statistical domains, a number of
Dos and Don’ts from big data can be identified, which are
unevenly distributed across statistical domains
 The Dos and Don’ts are largely driven by the essence of big data:
by-products of private technological and business models that
capture the behavior of consumers, corporates, banks,
individuals, or government agencies
 Big data are particularly promising to enhance directly or
indirectly statistics on transactions, less so on stocks
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V. Dos and Don’ts of Big Data
Dos
Big data, particularly promising at helping measure:
“soft” information: sentiment, alerts, reactions…
consumer behavior and patterns (e.g., Amazon, Google searches and
‘clicks,’ social networks,…)
Tourism (e.g., roaming information, Google searches, credit cards,
click-stream data, …)
Financial flows (e.g., SWIFT, mobile phones, …)
Prices (scanner data,…)
 Job vacancies and labor skills (e.g., LinkedIn,…)

big data provides granular, microdata
…..
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V. Dos and Don’ts of Big Data
Don’ts
 Sample representativeness: bias towards more modern and dynamic
economic activities and social behavior
 Big data less suited for stocks, i.e., total financial assets and liabilities of
firms, households, government, nonresidents, both at micro and macro
levels
 Revaluation and other volume changes, particularly important in monetary
and financial statistics
 As by-product, long time-series based on big data are inexistent and will be
fragile because of instability from business and technological changes,
discontinuity in data provision
 Privacy and confidentiality of personal, firm-level data
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